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ABSTRACT
We are studying the effect of pressure on boron diffusion in silicon in order to better

understand the nature of the point defects responsible for diffusion.  Si homoepitaxial layers delta-
doped with boron were grown using molecular beam epitaxy.  Diffusion anneals were performed
in a high temperature diamond anvil cell using fluid argon as a pressure medium.  Diffusivities
were deduced from B concentration-depth profiles measured with using secondary ion mass
spectrometry.  Preliminary results indicate that pressure enhances B diffusion in Si at 850 ˚C,
characterized by an average activation volume of -0.125±0.02 times the atomic volume, and thus
appear consistent with an interstitial-based diffusion mechanism.  Results are compared with
previous hydrostatic-pressure studies, with results in biaxially strained films, and with atomistic
calculations of activation volumes for self diffusion.

INTRODUCTION
Because understanding and controlling diffusion related phenomena become increasingly

important as semiconductor device dimensions decrease, diffusion in semiconductors has been
heavily studied.  Despite this emphasis there remains no consensus about the relative
concentrations and mobilities of the point defects involved in the diffusion of many substitutional
elements in Si [1].  A study of the dependence of the atomic diffusivity, D, on pressure, p, can
provide valuable information to help elucidate the atomistic mechanism(s) of diffusion.  The
pressure-dependence of the diffusivity is characterized by the activation volume, ∆V*:

–kT 
∂ ln D(T,p)

∂p
 ≡ ∆V* , (1)

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.  When experimental conditions are
such that the point defect concentrations equilibrate rapidly with the free surface compared to the
experimental time scale then ∆V* is the sum of the formation volume ∆Vf and the migration
volume ∆Vm.  The formation volume is the volume change in the system upon formation, from the
free surface, of a defect in its standard state, and the migration volume is the additional volume
change when the defect reaches the saddle point in its migration path.  ∆Vf characterizes the
pressure-dependence of the equilibrium point defect concentration and ∆Vm characterizes the
pressure-dependence of the point defect mobility.  Here we report preliminary results for the
diffusion of boron, the technologically most important p-type dopant, in silicon.  Effects associated
with transient enhanced diffusion were avoiding by fabricating the sample without ion
implantation.  Boron delta-doped samples were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), which
possess many advantages in diffusion studies [2].

There has been much recent work on diffusion of boron and other species under the biaxial
strain conditions characteristic of strained-layer epitaxy.  We compare these to our results and to
those of molecular statics calculations using a thermodynamic formalism of Aziz [3] that relates
diffusion under hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic stress states.  When stresses become
nonhydrostatic, the activation volume becomes the activation strain tensor:  upon point defect
formation and migration, dimension changes parallel and perpendicular to the direction of mass
transport couple to different elements of the stress tensor.  For diffusion normal to the surface of
an (001) biaxially strained thin film with a diamond cubic structure, the formalism provides a
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Figure 1.  Schematic of high temperature-high
pressure system used for pressure anneals.

relation between the activation volume obtained under hydrostatic conditions and the derivative,
Q', of the apparent activation energy on biaxial strain:
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where   ∆Vm
//–  ∆Vm

⊥ is the anisotropy in the migration volume, Y is the ratio of Young's modulus to
one minus Poisson's ratio in the film, and the + and - signs are for vacancy and interstitial-based
mechanisms, respectively.  Deviations from eq. (2) will be observed if some of the point defect
equilibration occurs at threading dislocations in biaxially strained films.

EXPERIMENT
The boron-doped Si samples used in the present study contain four boron spikes, grown by

low temperature MBE [4], with a spacing of 70 nm and the closest B spike being 110 nm from the
surface.  The peak concentration of the spikes is about 1019 atoms/cm3.  Diffusion anneals at 850
˚C were performed in a high temperature diamond anvil cell (DAC) [5] using fluid argon,
cryogenically condensed from an argon gas of nominal purity 99.95%, as an inert and hydrostatic
pressure medium.  The DAC was heated externally in a furnace as shown in Fig. 1.  After the DAC
was mounted into the furnace, the furnace was evacuated with a mechanical pump, the temperature
was raised to 250-300˚C, and several cycles of flushing and evacuating with helium of nominal
purity 99.999% were performed.  Diffusion temperatures were reached after filling the furnace

with helium at an overpressure of
roughly 260 torr above atmospheric.
The He ambient provides a uniform
temperature field around the DAC and
minimizes oxygen leakage into the
furnace.  Atmospheric-pressure anneals
were performed with the DAC loaded
with 1 atm of room-temperature Ar gas
and sealed initially.  At high
temperatures, however, the DAC may
open up, so that the furnace ambient
may be in contact with the sample.

True anneal durations were about
2500 seconds.  Temperatures were
recorded using thermocouples
embedded in the lower and upper plates
supporting the diamond anvils and in
the gap between the plates.  These
thermocouple readings never disagreed
by more than 7 ˚C.  For the calculation
of the diffusivity we used effective
anneal times at 850 ˚C, which were
calculated using thermal histories
recorded by a computer and an
activation energy of 3.7 eV.  Pressure
can be adjusted in situ and was
determined using the pressure-
dependence of the wavelength of Sm-
doped YAG fluorescence peaks Y1
through Y10 [6,7].  The uncertainty in
the pressure determination is estimated
to be ±0.3 GPa.

Concentration-depth profiles of



Figure 2.  Typical concentration-depth profiles for as grown
(solid line) and annealed (dashed line) samples.

boron were measured using secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) with an 8 keV O+
2 primary

ion beam.  A linear sputter time-depth scale conversion for each profile was established using a
linear regression to superpose the measured peak positions on the published peak positions
established by profilometry [4].  The diffusivities of B were deduced from the profiles using Wu’s

σ2-analysis [8], which relates the time-dependence of the standard deviation of a profile of any
shape (we performed a separate analysis for each doping spike) to the diffusivity, assuming that
the diffusivity is independent of concentration.  Although it may affect the absolute magnitude of
the calculated diffusivities, the assumption of concentration-independence should not significantly
affect the measured activation volume.  The use of a lower energy primary ion beam in order to
improve the depth resolution was precluded by the requirement of a tight focus on samples with a
typical size of 150 × 150 × 40 µm3, defined by the size of the sample chamber of the DAC.

Fortunately, the diffusivities extracted from the σ2 analysis are independent of instrumental
resolution.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2 shows the B concentration-depth profiles in an as grown sample and a sample annealed

at 3.5 GPa for 2496 s.  Fig. 3 shows the preliminary results for the pressure-dependence of the
diffusivity.  Note that the closer to the surface the spikes are, the larger their diffusivities are.  An
argon anneal at Bell Labs [9] indicates that depth-dependence of the diffusivity appears to be a
characteristic of this sample rather than of the atmosphere in this high-pressure study.  However,
the anomalously high diffusivity of the first spike in the 0-GPa sample, which may be related to the
imperfect sealing by the DAC, has been discarded in the calculation of the apparent activation
volume.  Fig. 3 indicates that pressure apparently enhances B diffusion in Si at 850 ˚C,
characterized by an average activation volume of -0.125±0.02 Ω.  The values for diffusivities of B

obtained in the present study
are systematically lower
than the literature value of B
diffusivity in Si for 850 ˚C
[10].  Instead, the
diffusivity determined for
the deepest spike
corresponds to the literature
value for about 780 ˚C.
This inconsistency remains
a puzzle because the
thermocouples in the DAC
reproduced the melting point
of 99.999% pure Ag (960
˚C) within 10˚.  Although
we have no information that
the origin of this apparent
inconsistency is independent
of pressure, we will assume
that it is pressure-
independent for the
purposes of the discussion
below.

Our apparent activation
volume differs from that of
Södervall et al. [11], who
reported ∆V* = (+0.27 ±
0.25) Ω over 1050-1230°C.
However, because their



Figure 3. Preliminary  results  of pressure-dependence of B
diffusivities in Si measured in the present study. The spikes are

labeled starting from that closest to the sample surface.

samples were fabricated by
ion implantation of boron,
their results may be
complicated by transient
enhanced diffusion.

Our results are
interpretable directly in
terms of defect formation
and migration volumes only
if experimental conditions
are such that the point defect
concentrations equilibrate
rapidly with the free surface
compared to the
experimental time scale.  We
have no proof that this is the
case in the experiment
reported here.  If the
process is nonequilibrium
then this experiment may
represent the effective
pressure dependence of an
interstitial injection process.
Despite the obvious depth
dependence of the
diffusivity, which suggests

that interstitial concentrations vary through the sample, we will make the openly naive assumption
that there is rapid equilibration with the surface, in order to compare the observed behavior with the
behavior that might be anticipated from the results of other experiments and models.

Qualitatively, the pressure enhancement is normally thought of as consistent with an interstitial-
based mechanism.  This is based on the common assumptions that the volume change upon
relaxation around a point defect (∆Vrelax), as well as the migration volume, are substantially
smaller than Ω.  When ∆Vrelax + ∆Vm = 0, ∆V*= +1 Ω for the vacancy mechanism and –1 Ω for
interstitial-based mechanisms, exactly.  It is now possible to be quantitative because ∆Vrelax and
∆Vm can be predicted using molecular dynamics or statics calculations.  We know of no atomistic
calculations of the volumetrics of boron diffusion in silicon.  However, relaxation volumes have
been calculated for self diffusion by interstitial-based mechanisms.  Antonelli and Bernholc [12]
used density functional theory with the local density approximation to calculate the volume of
formation of the self-interstitial in the tetrahedral and bond-centered configurations.  Tang et al.
used the tight-binding approximation to calculate a formation volume of –0.1 Ω for the <110>
dumbbell self interstitial.  If we assume that the formation and migration volumes for boron
diffusion are close to those for self diffusion then we can at least see whether our results are
reasonable.

Experimentally, Kuo et al. [13] isolated the effects of strain and composition on B diffusion in
biaxially strained Si-Ge alloy thin films.  They concluded that boron diffusion in silicon does not
depend strongly on biaxial strain.  Also, Cowern et al. [14] studied Si-Ge interdiffusion in
biaxially strained multilayers under inert and oxidation-enhanced conditions and used a model to
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Figure 4. Preliminary comparison of
interstitial mechanisms in biaxially
strained Si-Ge films. Vertical offsets
represent composition effect at
constant strain; slopes represent
strain effect at constant composition.
Data from Kuo et al. [13]:  circles:  B
in pure Si; squares: B in Si90Ge10;
diamonds: B in Si80Ge20.  Straight
lines determined from Eq. (2) using:
(a) ∆Vrelax for <110> dumbbell
interstitial in Si self diffusion from
Tang et al. [15]; (b) the present
preliminary data for the activation
volume for B in Si; (c) Q' reported for
OED of Si/Ge multilayers from
Cowern et al. [14]; (d) ∆V* for self
diffusion by tetrahedral interstitial
saddle point, from Antonelli and
Bernholc [12]; (e) ∆V* for self
diffusion by bond-centered interstitial
saddle point, from Antonelli and
Bernholc.  Vertical offsets of all lines
are arbitrary; only the slopes are
significant.

isolate the effect of strain on the interstitial-based component.  They reported a value of Q' = -12 ±
6 eV per unit strain for the interstitial contribution to oxidation-enhanced diffusion (OED).

In Fig. 4 we use Eq. (2) to compare the measured and predicted strain-dependence of boron
diffusion in biaxially strained Si-Ge.  The comparisons are made assuming (1) the anisotropy in
the migration strain   ∆Vm

//–  ∆Vm
⊥ = 0 in all cases except that of Cowern et al., where no such

assumption is necessary; (2) relaxation and migration volumes for point defects involving boron
are identical to those calculated for pure Si (or Ge in the case of Cowern et al.); this assumption is
not necessary for the present experiment performed on boron diffusion in Si; (3) ∆Vm = 0 for the
<110> dumbbell of Tang et al. [13]; (4) the biaxial modulus is Y = 180.5 GPa independent of
composition and temperature.  Only the slopes of the curves are relevant - their vertical offsets are
arbitrary.  The slopes of the data of Kuo et al. [13] for B diffusion in Si89Ge11 and Si79Ge21
(From their Fig. 2) fall within the range of the other values whereas the slope of their data for B
diffusion in pure Si under tensile strain (From their Fig. 3) is opposite in sign.  Qualitatively, our
data and the alloy data of Kuo et al. are consistent with an interstitial-based mechanism whereas
their pure Si data are not.  It would be very valuable to have calculations and experiments to
determine the missing parameters and permit a rigorous comparison.  The missing parameters are
the formation or relaxation volumes for B diffusion by the interstitialcy or kick-out mechanism at
the saddle point of the migration path, and the anisotropy in the migration strain.

SUMMARY
Preliminary results of effect of pressure on boron diffusion in silicon indicate that pressure

enhances B diffusion in Si at 850 ˚C, characterized by an average activation volume of
-0.125±0.02 times the atomic volume.  This result is qualitatively consistent with an interstitial-
based diffusion mechanism.  The results are also qualitatively consistent with several different
atomistic calculations for Si self diffusion by interstitial-based mechanisms, with Cowern et al.'s
interpretation of oxidation-enhanced diffusion in strained Si-Ge alloys, and with Kuo et al.'s



results for B diffusion in biaxially strained Si-Ge alloys; these are all inconsistent with Kuo et al.'s
results for B diffusion in biaxially strained pure Si films.
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